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░ ABSTRACT- The faults occurring in the photo voltaic system has to be detected to make it work efficiently .To detect and 

classify the faults  occurring in the photo voltaic module infrared images, electro luminescent images, photo luminescent images of 

photo voltaic module is used .Using infrared images around 11 faults of photovoltaic module such as cell ,cell-multi, hot-spot-multi  

, hot-spot, cracking, diode, diode-multi, vegetation, shadowing, off-line module  and soiling faults can be detected.  In addition to 

the original infra-red images (IR) available in the IR dataset, the IR images are generated for each and every category of faults by 

using generative adversarial networks (GAN’s) to increase the dataset size. 45000 images are generated by GAN’s. Later the images 

are used to train and test the convolution neural network. The dataset visualization of original and that of GAN generated images 

are done in 2-dimensional space using uniform manifold approximation and projection. In this work 12 categories of IR dataset are 

considered for classification in which 11 belongs to fault category and the remaining one is the normal category of images. In earlier 

work only 11 category of faults or less than that is considered for classification. Compared the results with the existing work and it 

is found that by enhancing the dataset size by GAN’s accuracy of 91.7 % is obtained during the classification of 8 categories of 

faults. 
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░ 1. INTRODUCTION   
Now a day’s photo voltaic module is used to produce electrical 

power, so fault occurring in the module has to be detected well 

in advance before it degrades the efficiency. Electroluminescent 

images are obtained by giving supply to PV system and then the 

images are taken. In thermal imaging method the intensity of 

heat distribution across the PV module is obtained, using these 

images fault prediction is carried out. In [1] Perceptron neural 

network is used to classify line to line fault, open circuit 

condition and normal condition. Each category is assigned a 

range of values for current, voltage and illumination through 

which classification is done. They utilized 80 % of data for 

training and 20% of the data for testing. In [2] classification is 

done to identify the micro crack, break and finger interruption 

and normal condition in EL images of PV system. Data 

augmentation is performed  by them to elevate the    size of the 

dataset and to improve the classifier performance. The RMS 

Prop optimization algorithm is employed for classification. 

Kernel size is varied and the performance metrics are evaluated 

for each case. In [3] PV cell defects are classified by training 

CNN with 80% of dataset and 20 % of data is used for testing, 

the loss function used by the CNN classifier is the cross entropy. 
 

In [4] EL and IR image of photo voltaic module is used by them. 

pre training of the CNN is done with EL images and then it is 

trained with IR images, cell cracking, failed cell interconnection 

and failed/resistive soldering bonds are classified by them. In 

[5] the data set consisting of infrared images of 11 categories of 

faulty and also normal images is taken from the infrared solar 

module dataset. Data augmentation techniques are performed 

on the IR images and faults are classified by the CNN model.  

In [6] a PV cell connected to a maximum power point tracking 

and buck boost converter circuit is considered by them. The 

parameters such as irradiance, Temperature, Fault impedance, 

percentage of mismatch, percentage of partial shading and high 

impedance applied to a PV cell is varied. The value of current 

and voltage are noted from the circuit during line-to-line fault 

and at 25 degrees Celsius. 1D parameters are converted in to 2D 

scalogram and a CNN is pre trained using them. The features 

extracted from CNN are classified by SVM and RF classifiers. 

the fine tuning of the pre training is done and classification is 

performed with it. In [7] Defects such as micro crack, in active 

region, grid line, material and back ground defects are classified 

using EL image dataset. Accelerated stress test, post SMLT test, 

pos HF10 and post HF20 are the tests carried out by 

manufacturing company of photovoltaic module. They 

observed that the performance is more while detecting cell 

spacing and ribbon interconnection and during the classification 

of gridline and crack. In [11] 11 parameters are obtained 

through the sensors connected to the experimental setup. 

Feature reduction and optimal values of the parameters of the 

classifiers are obtained by them using grid search function. 

Ensemble models are used by them for classification. The 
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number of faults classified by them is 4. In [12] A threshold is 

assigned for open circuit string, short circuit string and fault free 

operation based on which fault detection is carried out by them. 

░ Table 1: The data available in the IR dataset (in row1) 

and since it is highly imbalanced the images are produced 

for each category through GAN’s (row 2) and 5000 images 

for each category is given as input to CNN.

 

Dataset (IR 

image) 

Defect 

free 

image 

Number of defective images 

Cell 
Cell-

Multi 
Cracking 

Hot 

spot 

Hot 

spot 

multi 

Diode 
Diode-

multi 

Offline 

Module 
Soiling Shadowing Vegetation 

Dataset (IR 

image) 
10000 1877 1288 940 249 246 1499 175 827 204 1056 1639 

Images through 
GAN’s 

- 3123 3712 4060 4751 4754 3501 4825 4173 4796 3944 3361 

Total  image 
applied to CNN 

5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 

 

In [13] MATLAB simulation of 6 X 5 array of PV cell is carried 

out and characteristic curves are obtained for six different faults 

by considering single fault at a time. In [14] the surface defects 

are detected by training CNN with R, G and B components 

separately and finally combined the CNN outputs and applied 

to fully connected layer after performing dropout it is applied to 

soft max classifier. In [15] 4 classes of defect probability is 

considered and it is classified by mobile net v2, inception v3, 

resnet- 50 and resnet-50 with modification. In [16] drone with 

charge coupled device and thermal camera video of solar plant 

is  taken and the frames are segmented to detect hotspot in the 

image through morphological processing techniques .In [17]  a 

SCADA system is incorporated in the power plant  and data is   

collected from it . In [18] the features under healthy and shading 

module conditions are obtained by them through experimental 

set up. The features are then classified using Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA). The drawback of CNN is that 

more images are required to yield fruitful classification results. 

So, the infrared images from each category of fault in the data 

set are used to train GAN’s to generate images and the size of 

the dataset is increased very much. Then the preprocessing is 

carried out to reshape the image. Then the images are visualized 

in UMAP embedding. The preprocessed images are applied to 

CNN for performing classification. 
 

░ 2. METHODOLOGY 
Data set imbalance will degrade the performance of CNN, so 

GAN’s are used for image generation. Visualization of the 

dataset is done in low dimensional space using UMAP. Later 

classification of images is done using CNN.   The novelty in this 

work is that 12 categories of images are considered for 

classification. The infrared images from each category of fault 

in the original data set are used to train GAN’s and the size of 

the dataset is increased by 45000 images. Then the 

preprocessing is carried out to reshape the image. The 

preprocessed images are applied to CNN for performing 

classification.  The images are visualized in low dimensional 

UMAP embedding.  

 

2.1 Dataset 
IR images are taken from the link 

https://github.com/RaptorMaps/InfraredSolarModules.12categ

-ories of infra-red images are there in the dataset.11 categories 

belong to faults occurring in the solar module and one category 

consisting of 10000 normal images. The dataset is highly 

imbalanced, so the data set balance can be achieved through 

augmentation techniques or by using generative adversarial 

networks (GAN’s). In [5] data set balance  is carried out by 

using few augmentation techniques but in this paper ,data set 

balance is obtained using GAN’s. The number of images for 

each of the fault category in the original data set is shown in 

first row of the table 1, and the number of images generated 

through GAN’s for each of the fault category is shown in the 

second row of the table. 
 

2.2 Generator Adversarial Network 
Data augmentation aims to generate more images which 

resemble the original images. Few data augmentation 

techniques [5] is used to increase the size of the dataset since 

deep learning models produce promising results with larger 

dataset. GAN’s and data augmentation are the methods used to 

increase the size of the dataset. Data augmentation is done by 

performing horizontal flipping, vertical flipping, rotation etc on 

original images in the data set.  The GAN network consists of 

generator and discriminator. The generator tries to generate data 

similar to the original data by getting noise as the input. The 

input noise is referred as the latent vector. The discriminator’s 

input may be from original dataset or from the generator 

generated fake data. The discriminator tries to identify whether 

the input data given to it is real or fake. The discriminator is 

nothing but a classifier. The generator and the discriminator 

work in such a way to minimize their loss functions 

respectively. Initially the generator will be generating an 

irrelevant output, in the course of time it tries to generate data 

resembling the original data. In the same way initially, the 

discriminator predicts the fake data as the original data, original 

data as fake data later on it learns well and predicts correctly. 

  

https://www.ijeer.forexjournal.co.in/
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2.3 Data Visualization tool - UMAP 
The data set after enhancing its size using GAN’s is visualized 

in 2-dimensional space using UMAP. UMAP is a nonlinear 

method of dimensionality reduction. It starts with an 

assumption that the data samples applied to it are assumed to be 

evenly spread in a Riemannian space. The next assumption is 

only finite set of data points are considered in Riemannian 

space. Initially the Riemannian space is learnt and then lower 

dimensional representation is obtained in UMAP 

dimensionality reduction technique. A ball is formed around 

each data point in the high dimensional space whose radius is 

adjustable for each and every data points. A complex 

topological arrangement is made based on 0 simplex, 1 simplex 

etc. The probability with which an edge connects two data 

points is determined in the high dimensional space then the 

directional probabilities a and b of an edge is calculated using  

a + b- ab In low dimensional space optimization of data 

arrangement is done by using cross entropy and its value is 

calculated from equation (1). E consists of all possible 1-

simplices, the weight function wh (e) is the weight associated 

with the 1-simplex e in the high dimensional case and the 

weight associated with the 1 simplex of e in the low 

dimensional case is wl (e), then the cross entropy is found using 

equation (1). 
 

Cross entropy= 

∑ (𝑤ℎ(𝑒)) (𝑙𝑜𝑔
(𝑤ℎ(𝑒))

(𝑤𝑙(𝑒))
)  + (1 − 𝑤ℎ(𝑒)) (𝑙𝑜𝑔

(1−𝑤ℎ(𝑒))

(1−𝑤𝑙(𝑒))
)𝑒Є𝐸         (1) 

 

 wh(e) provides an attractive force between the 1-simplex e if 

there is a large weight in the high dimensional case. The first 

term of the equation will be minimized when wl(e) is high, this 

indicates that the distance between the points is very small in 

the low dimensional case. The next term represents the 

repulsive force between the 1-simplex e when wh(e) is low. 

This is because the term will yield low value if wl(e) as small as 

possible. On balance of the repulsive and attractive force, using 

the weights of 1-simplex edges of the high dimensional data, 

then the low dimensional data to settle into a state that 

accurately indicates the overall complex topology of the 

original data. Its value will be low if the distribution of 

probability in low dimension is far away from the distribution 

of probability in high dimension. Stochastic gradient is applied 

to the cross-entropy curve. The two parameters which highly 

influence the performance of UMAP is the number of nearest 

neighbors and minimum distance with which the data point is 

moved towards or away from another data point in the low 

dimensional graph. The input to the UMAP is 60000 images of 

64 X 64 size and the visualization is done in 2-dimensional 

space through spectral embedding. Considering all the 

categories of faults.  

 

Figure 1 shows the representation of 12 categories of faults in 

the 2-dimensional space and it also shows that the fault classes 

are highly separated in the low dimensional space 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: UMAP embedding for twelve faults 
 

2.4 Convolution Neural Network 
Convolution is performed to extract features from the image. 

This convolution is carried out by using a kernel and this kernel 

overlaps with the image.  An element-wise multiplication of 

kernel element with the image pixel is found and later they are 

summed up to obtain the filtered response in the respective 

position of the feature map. In max pooling patches are formed 

in the feature maps and the maximum value in each and every 

patch is alone considered for further processing and the 

remaining values are neglected. A cost expression measures the 

matching between predictions of the CNN by forward pass and 

given target labels. The CNN network is trained with a training 

set of 80% of the data and it is tested with 20% of data. 
 

2.4.1 Convolution Layer 

The kernel is a matrix of size 3 X 3, 5 X 5 etc. The kernel 

element may contain 1, 0 etc. as elements depending on the 

filtering operation. An element-wise multiplication of kernel 

element with the image pixel is found and later they are summed 

up to obtain the filtered response in the respective position of 

the feature map. 
 

2.4.2 Activation layer 

An activation function outputs a small value for meagre inputs, 

and a greater value if its input is greater than the threshold. If 

the inputs are greater enough, the activation function will allow 

it. Activation functions are capable of adding non- linearities 

into neural networks, because of that the neural networks can 

learn powerful computations. 
 

2.4.3 ReLu layer  

ReLu is a linear function which gives output same as that of 

input provided the input to this layer is positive. This is used to 

avoid the diminishing of gradient. 

 

 
 

 

https://www.ijeer.forexjournal.co.in/
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2.4.4 Soft Max layer  

An activation function chosen in the last layer of CNN is a soft 

max function which is used to normalize the outputs obtained 

from the last fully connected layer to probabilities of target 

class. The soft max function acts on a vector k consisting of real 

numbers and it give the probability to the vector of k consisting 

of real values that sum to 1.the expression used to find the 

probability values is shown in equation (2) 

 

                    𝜎(𝑧)𝑖 =
𝑒𝑧𝑖

∑ 𝑒
𝑧𝑗𝑘

𝑗=1

         (2) 

 

The soft max function is used as the last layer of the CNN for 

multiclass classification. 
 

2.4.5 Dense layer 

a layer which is deeply connected with its previous layer that is 

the neurons of the layer are connected to every neuron of its 

previous layer. 
 

The dataset is divided in to k folds and training is performed on 

the model k-1 times. During the training phase one-fold out of 

k folds is used for testing and remaining folds are used for 

training the model, then the previous test fold is moved to the 

training set and one-fold from train set will become the test fold 

during the next training phase. This is done such that each and 

every fold will be acting as test fold one by one during each 

phase of training. The scores obtained during each training 

phase is summed up and then average score is calculated. The 

experiments are carried out in Google Colab and the results of 

which are discussed in the following session. 
 

░ 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
The hyper parameters are the values specified by the user to 

train the model. The hyper parameter values used for CNN 

classification is shown in table 2. The visualization of the CNN 

model structure is shown in figure 2. 12 layers are present in the 

CNN model. The input gray   image is resized to 62 X 62 before 

applying it to the convolution block. The convolution is 

performed on the input images with 32 filters and the output of 

convolution block is applied to the ReLu activation layer.  then 

the activation layer outputs are fed to max pooling layer. In max 

pooling layer 2 X 2 patches are applied on the images and the 

maximum value is alone given as output.  Then the max pooling 

layer output is given as input to the dropout layer. the dropout 

layer output is given as input to the flatten layer which is used 

to flatten the input. The flattened values are fed to the dense 

layer then the activation is performed with ReLu layer. The 

ReLu activation layer output is fed to the dense layer and finally 

activation is performed to obtain. the probability values for the 

given number of classes, whose sum will be 1. The CNN is 

trained for 500 epochs and the variation of training and 

validation accuracy of the network, the variation of training and 

validation loss curves are shown in figure 3. 
 

3.1 Case 1 
Only eight category of faults such as cell, cracking, hotspot, 

hotspot-multi, normal, shadowing, soiling and vegetation are 

considered. For each fault case 5000 images are taken. 40000 

images are given as input to the CNN. Train test split is made 

in such a way that 80 % of   images i.e., 32000 images are used 

for training and 20 %   of images is used for testing i.e.,8000 

images are used for testing the CNN model. 5-fold validation is 

applied on these 40000 images to classify between 8 different 

faults. The results obtained during each fold is shown in Table 

3. 
 

░ Table   3.  Accuracy obtained at 8 faults classification 

Score per 

Fold  K-

fold 

Trainin

g Loss 

Training 

Accuracy 

Testing 

Loss 

Testing 

Accuracy 

Fold 1 0.6990 1.004 1.2411 0.9019 

Fold 2 0.6911 0.9918 1.0113 0.9177 

Fold 3 0.7022 1.008 1.3012 0.9002 

Fold 4 0.6999 0.9901 1.4298 0.9008 

Fold 5 0.7011 0.9851 1.4322 0.8999 

 

 
Figure 2: Flow diagram of the CNN structure used in the 

classification of faults in PV modules. 
 

░ Table 2: Hyper Parameters used in CNN network 
 

Number of epochs 500 

Number of classes 
8 for case (i) 

12 for case (ii) 

Batch size 32 

Size of max-pooling 2 

Number of filters 32 

Convolution kernel size 3 

https://www.ijeer.forexjournal.co.in/
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3.2 Case 2 
In the dataset 10000 images are available in the normal category 

only 5000 images are considered from it and in each of the other 

categories 5000 images are considered. 5000 images for a 

particular category of fault are obtained by fetching the images 

for that fault category from the original data set and the 

remaining images are generated using GAN’s for that fault 

category. so, the total number of images used in this case is 

60000 images. CNN model is trained with 48000 images and is 

tested with 12,000 images. all 12 categories of images are 

considered for classification by the CNN model. The CNN is 

trained for 500 epochs and 5-fold validation is performed.  The 

results obtained for each and every fold is shown in table 4. 
 

░ Table 4:  Accuracy obtained at 12 faults classification 
 

Score per 

Fold  K-

fold 

Training 

Loss 

Training 

Accuracy 

Testing 

Loss 

Testing 

Accuracy 

Fold 1 0.9129 0.9604 1.5429 0.8201 

Fold 2 1.9162 0.9401 2.3214 0.8103 

Fold 3 1.9433 0.9318 2.3012 0.8104 

Fold 4 1.9771 0.9399 2.4898 0.8099 

Fold 5 0.9124 0.9569 1.5322 0.8241 

 

 

The results obtained through this method is compared with that 

of the existing methods. In [2] EL images are trained and tested 

using CNN to detect four faults and the accuracy obtained by 

them is 0.83 during testing phase. In [5] CNN is used to classify 

11 faults in IR image and the testing accuracy is 0.6373. In the 

proposed method 12 categories are classified with a testing 

accuracy of 0.824 and 8 faults are classified with a testing 

accuracy of 0.9177. The comparisons with existing method is 

shown in table 5. 
 

░ 4. CONCLUSION 
The input image population size is increased using GAN by 

45000, Data visualization is done in the low dimensional space 

using UMAP. The efficacy of the CNN increases with the data 

set size and it is achieved using GAN’s. The novelty in this 

work is that the classification of 12 categories of infra-red 

photovoltaic images is made in this work. The CNN is trained 

for 500 epochs and the accuracy obtained in this work is 91.7% 

while classifying images of eight fault category and it is 82.4% 

while classifying images of 12 fault category. The limitation of 

this work is that the time taken for training the CNN model is 

very high. The new dimension of research in PV fault detection 

will be the detection of multiple faults occurring in single cell 

of the photo voltaic module. Domain adaptation aims at the 

classification model trained with fault images of one solar plant 

has to respond in the same manner to the fault images of another 

solar plant. Future work will be carried out in the domain 

adaptation field. 

                                                     
                                            (a)                                                                                                   (b) 

Figure 3: CNN is trained till 50 epochs and the curves of (a) accuracy versus number of epochs (b) loss versus number of epochs. 
 

░ Table 5: Comparison of the accuracy of different methods 
 

  Method Number of faults         K-fold      Training 

Loss   

Training 

Accuracy     

Testing 

Loss     

Testing 

Accuracy 
CNN [2] on EL Image     4 - - - -    0.83 

CNN [5]  on IR Image     11 Fold 3 1.2296 0.9238 2.7584    0.6373  

Proposed method on 

IR Image  

12 Fold 5 0.9124 0.9569 1.5322    0.8241 

8 Fold 2 0.6911 0.9918 1.0113    0.9177 
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